Radhika Dhanak  
CAS, 2019  
Neuroscience and Philosophy Major  
Hometown: Dubai  
Placement: Office of Engagement, Boston Public Schools

This summer, Radhika worked in the Office of Engagement at Boston Public Schools, an office that works to build strong school-community partnerships, involving the community in BPS decision making and policy. Radhika worked as a communications and outreach fellow, spending the majority of her time on content design for infographics and presentations to translate BPS data into public-facing documents. She also worked to develop a communications strategy for the OOE, focusing on transparency and community engagement.

Hannah Kinney-Kobre  
CAS, 2020  
English and Cinema & Media Studies Major  
Hometown: Charlotte, NC  
Placement: Company One

This summer, Hannah worked at Company One, a nonprofit theatre company in residence in the South End that works to center marginalized voices, create innovative theatrical experiences, and build community. Her main project was to archive the company's 20 year history and to design a project based on this material for their 20th anniversary. Hannah also assisted in social media and copywriting work, as well as helping to ensure their show, *Leftovers*, ran smoothly.
Elisabeth Kotsalidis
CAS and KHC, 2020
Ancient Greek & Latin and Classical Civilization Major, Placement: The Boda Group
Anthropology Minor
Hometown: Boston, MA

This summer, Elisabeth worked as an intern at The Boda Group, an organization that offers customized coaching programs for leaders and teams at major national and international corporations. They focus on creating space to reflect on organizational strategy and goals and highlight the importance of the interpersonal aspect of leadership. Elisabeth worked directly with the managing partner in business administration, assisting her and other coaches in contract management, database construction, data analysis, event planning, and communications. She also researched leadership and team-building philosophy and organizational management, supporting coaches in their ongoing relationships with their clients.

Michael Meagher
CAS, 2019
English and European Studies Major, Placement: French Consulate, Cultural Department
Hometown: Westford, MA

This summer, Michael interned in the Cultural Department of the French Consulate in Boston, which promotes the study of French language and French culture at local institutions. Michael worked primarily in translation, research, and outreach, helping consulate staff in writing English-language speeches and other documents, researching francophone books for placement in K-12 classrooms, and connecting local colleges and universities with French study-abroad programs.
**Vaciane Simeon**  
CAS, 2020  
Japanese Language & Literature Major  
Placement: Year Up  
Hometown: Randolph, MA

This summer, Vaciane worked at Year Up, a nonprofit that works to close the opportunity divide for urban young adults by providing funded internships and skills training. Vaciane worked with the Year Up’s National Program Team to perform internal performance reviews, research intern retention at one of Year Up’s Boston sites, and collect experiential data on the user interface of the Year Up website. For each of these projects, she developed a presentation with the results of her findings and her suggestions for future development.

---

**Ying Yao**  
CAS, 2019  
Philosophy & Psychology Major, Visual Art Minor  
Placement: Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Association  
Hometown: Guangzhou, China

This summer, Ying worked at the Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Association, a social service and educational organization which provides resources and support for Chinatown-based families and individuals. BCNC works to empower their neighborhood community, providing child care and enrichment programs, ESL & workforce initiatives, and community engagement. Ying was involved in the grant writing process of fundraising, composing grant proposal language for individual cultural, arts, and educational projects. She also worked on establishing the general boilerplate that could be applied to future grant applications for the adult education program and youth center program at BCNC.
This summer, Ning worked at the Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Association, a social service and educational organization which provides resources and support for Chinatown-based families and individuals. BCNC works to empower their neighborhood community, providing child care and enrichment programs, ESL & workforce initiatives, and community engagement. At BCNC, she researched the history of the organization and gathered data to show its growth over the past 50 years. Ning interviewed past participants, staff, and volunteers, mined documents from the organization's own archives, and shaped these interviews and data points into narratives and infographics that help tell BCNC's story and reveal its community impact.